Spraytech Pedestrian Green Sprayers

Specifications

- 60L Tank Capacity
- 3 Wheels, Turf tyres
- 11 l/m Diaphragm Pump
- 14ah Battery Pack + Quick Charger
- Weight 34kg
- Adjustable pressure control with gauge
- Suction filter
- On/off switch on handle
- 2 metre coverage spray boom
- Handle folds for storage
- 2 Wheel Model also available

The Spraytech Pedestrian Sprayer has been designed and built for the Green keeper or Grounds man who needs a simple, efficient and reliable sprayer. This unit is supplied as standard with an adjustable pressure control system ensuring constant, accurate liquid application and is fitted with two turf wheels and a third jockey wheel for easy control both in use and in transport. This machine can also be built to your requirements.
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